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PREFACE

Indeed, to write on any subject, for many people, is a
difficult task, even when one investigates materials beforehand and studies the subject at length.

To know what it is

one must write becomes the rusty key that seems to stick in
the lock,

A turn here, a turn there, and the lock begins to

give, but one should begin with a series of points of views,
not without a start, no matter how feeble,

To make a start,

perhaps one should begin _with a series of points.
Should the points of view described in the introduction,
be writing of a logical nature and therefore be acceptable,
then thanks should go-to the director of the Master's studies,
Dr. William Booth of Morehead State University,
The dissertation subject must a.stablish
or a refinement.

a point

of view

It must be a criticism and the writing must

be a logical argument based on a set form, structure and
organization,
In the undertaking of investigation in the field of Art
History, the student becomes discoursive in his thought as
well as writing.

A point of view or points of view give rise

to new angles or new lights that can be played upon the matter.
In continuing the 'investigation, one idea can give birth to
more ideas, which in effect give~ a comples of ideas to a body
of writing,

The discoursive manner becomes the tool the stu-

dent can best handle since he does not attempt to solve a

problem or present a solution to a problem much in the manner
of the scientific investigation.

Although the dissertation

can have scientific instruments within for pointing up viewpoints as in coming to full intent of a work quoted within,
it is not the end in itself.
The real attempt in 'this dissertation perhaps lies in its
didactic quality -- not only for the one who reads it, but
more so for the one who wishes new perceptions so that one can
teach.
For this insight into this dissertation, I am grateful
to Dr. Booth.

I am especially thankful to many others who

helped me to track down books, copy the reproductions herein
on the latest copy equipment, the Pikeville Library staff and
their willingness to let me pitch

my

tent in a pleasant corner,

to Sue Burch~tt,·who in the true artistic sense, sets to order
what appears to be unreadable writing.

Dun,. Combs

Giotto:

Why Not Cimabue?

Duna Verich-Combs M.A.
Morehead University, 1977
Director ·of Dissertation:

William R. Booth, Ph.D.

The dissertation problem deals with an investigation into
the works, lives, times of the artists Cimabue and Giotto in
order to find what place each occupies in the History of Art.
The problem stems from an early interest in the work of Cimabue, more specifically, the AREZZO CRUCIFIX and an early desire to find out more about this magical sounding name.

It

was appended to a new vision of art for the time in which
Giotto lived.

Also, ·: ';. havi~g nurtured a warm interest in the

work of Giotto, I felt it could be of didactic importance
to my growth by finding out. why history gave to Giotto such
effulgent marks.
With these didactic goals in mind, I chose with persistent but gentle authoritative guidance, the dissertation topic.
I learned that the essay which invited points of view would
best suit the purpose rather than scientific inquiry.

The

points of view also fit the creative part of my being since they
became, in essence, the tools within my reach at the start.

The

artist part of me understood that in order to create, one must
make a beginning.

Initially the points of view gave rise to new

angles and lights that could be played upon the essay matter which
needed only the shape and form the mind was

willing to give·.

Also, .since travel to the original centers in which the
works of art hang could not be undertaken, I had to,choose a
historiographical specialism (identification of photographs
of the, real works of art), but I feel justified in that my
investigation was. in the social and personal function domain.
The sources of data are the many writings that were
available to the writer through the inter-library loan service,
Since this was not a research in the scientific inquiry manner,
this writer was bent on an axis that would permit her to attain
knowledge that would scan the contradictions as well as gaps
in what was available,

Initially what •is·lacking are the ori-

ginal inquiries (and·JBattisti compiled some 475 writings, parts
of as well as wholes), it was found later that Eugenio Battisti,
an Italian scholar, had fairly well combed the sources that had
preceded his critical performance.

Even ·so_, in those astute

writings, by Longhi, Oertel, Rogghianti, Salmi, Salvini (this
writer investigated. only Salvini directly), Battisti states
that they did not pursue or plunge into what the most recent
writer, with new options, can do,

So in effect, the years of

time can make ingenious that which has not reached into the
future.
The major findings were new for me and they encompassed
these effects that monastic rule~ liberal patronage, restrained
nobility, natural precociousness, material elements, passage of
time, social mores, cultural differen.ces, real critical performance, sentimental judgments, and scientific inquiry can have on
the person's creation,

I found also that these effects leave

immutable marks upon their words,

In the conclusion it was Giotto who continued to occupy
that hallowed p lace in hist ory , but not, however, without g iving
warm accommodation to Cimabue .

Cimabue was duly given that

shelter thru the exhaustive efforts of Battisti who in his
summation said,

11

Cimebue is truly the greatest representative

if at least one crucial period of civilization . 11

How he

became representative of that time is br ought out by this
researcher ' s last statement which g ives to Cirnabue something
of noble worth .

For Cimabue, through his painting s,

11

gave to

man s omething man didn ' t have before, a chance at his finest
thoughts and emo tion s. 11
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PROS~ECTUS
This paper had its beginnings in a full color reproduction of a painting by one Cimabue seen years ago in Life
Magazine.

The style, neither complete Byzantine nor complete

Gothic, continued to play upon the senses .

The painting, a

Christ figure, with deeply set in eyes , a most painful expression , a subtle widening of one bodily form along with a
seemingly tenderly painted and positioned loin cloth struck
this writer as unique to her perceptual armamentaria .

This

writer remembers also of learning about Giotto and remembering the great emphasis placed upon his contribution to Wes tern Art.

However, this writer since learned that Cimabue ,

his work and his style pre-dated Giotto , and in fact could
very well have even influe nced the latter's work greatly.
v'hen the ti~e for the dissertation had indeed come , the
researcher thought that she would like to enhance her learning by
doin~ a study of this artist.

She came to believe through

investigat ion that nerhaps the teache r of a student who, for
all historical purposes , ha d so far surpassed him, had indeed
been done a disservice.
Also in this investigation , it came to light that within
a peri od of a few years, the reli g ious climate of the times
had undergone some vast and g reat changes.

Could it be , that

this could immediately r eflect the art of those artists
who seemed to be heavily pat ronize d by Church and reli gious

Chapter 1
Before the Dugento
A Most Important Man
Who ever beholds the town climbing the valley
side, let him measure the fame. of their walls
by my genius. 1
These are the words of Sextus Propertius of Asisium who
first brought the light to what is now called Assisi.

It is

said that he wrote these words about the setting for Assisi,
the remote, far out on the tip of a mountain spot, that became, "for all mankind, the turning point in the history of
art.

But time invited another to share that glow and allowed

Assisi to nurture a young man with magical powers, an ardent
nature and mystical charms 2 to begin his noble deeds.
This young man came along as Francis Bernardone (11811182), the son of a merchant; he was youthful, happy and a
leader of every feast, as well as consort of the nobles and
one who never missed an entertainment.
continued until he was twenty-two.

His carefree life

Recovering from a severe

illness he contracted in prison, where he had been sent after
having been found out to have taken some of his father's
goods, he took up the life of the cloth to lead the life of
1Linda Duff Gordon, The Story of Assisi. (Covent
Garden, W.C.: J.H. Dents Co., 1909),p. 6.
2L. Hardick, s.v. 11 st. Francis of Assisi", Catholic
Encyclopedia, (Washington: Catholic University Press 1967).

-2-

the apostles,

He was different, this Bernardone, from all

of the others, those saintly and living who preached then and
before, with their stern, downcast eyes,J
For Francis, who lived an active, happy life as a you~g
man, continued to ltve a happy life as a man of the cloth.
He recognized that the very nature of life was embellished by
material beauties,

Wherever he went, whatever he did, wherever

he preached, to the birds, to the carnival crowds, the rich
and poor alike, 1 t was with a vision. of p:rofound happiness.
And people came.
paradigm:

They flocked to this man who set that austere

to give up all possession for poverty of the spirit,

Francis preached far and wide even going so far as
Syria,

On his itinerary everywhere, his miracles and way of

life were chronicled,

His every.movement was known and each

was told and retold until that day in September, on Albernia
.
.
4
(La Bernia), that the stigmatization occurred,
This was
the sign that heralded a quantum movement, that figured in
the -11 ves of people nearly everywhere around Assisi·.

This

most holy occurrence called into the proceedings, first the
master Cimabue and then the master, Giotto.
painting the business of their lives.

These masters made

And their lives were

boung• up with the life of that humble, but happy saint,
Francis Bernardone.

3

For it was decided upon the death of

'

Gordon, .QE_, cit., p, 10,

4 L. Hardick, loc,
the stigmatizationwas
mountain of Albernia,
was blind and severely
Assisi. He was buried
Oct. 4, 1226'.

£!.!.,

Note: According to documents
received on April 14, 1224, on the
During the last years of his life he
ill and died at S, Maria Degli Amgeli,
in the Church of A. Giorgio, Assisi,

-3this loved one, two years later, to erect a monument to the
Saint of the people,5
The stigmata took the form of the very marks suffered
by Jesus Crucified and it was as if his hands and feet were
pierced through with the very nails.

The place where this

occurred became St. Francis' refuge and it is said that in
this remote place, a Falcon settled in to become his alarm
clock.

The stigmata were not the only spiritual signs mani-

fested upon this Mountain, but it is said that Francis sustained a vision of a seraph with six wings carrying Christ
on the Cross.

People about noticed an intense light of this

spiritual sign and had thought that day had come prematurely. 6
If the people about were astounded by that spiritual illumination of their quiet, remote spot, only poetic~zed by
Propertius, it was only in preparation for the light of glory
unwittingly focalized by Francis for all time,

For this once

happy son of a merchant, who enjoyed cajolery and the carefree life, gave up everything but the countenance that was to
ignite the style of stern hol•iness of the day with a happy
spirit.
Before the stigmata, this humble Francis with the smile,
touched lightly everyone and anything he came upon,

It is

5Ibid, Note: Francis had a strong personality coupled
with holiness. He composed the first rule based on the
Gospel as his way of life, His program was orally approved
by Pope Innocent III in 1209-1219, His Friars received licenses to preach and that preaching initiated a strong
pentecostal movement which resulted °in a Third Order.
Francis appointed one Brother Elias of Cortona as Vicar
General of the Order. It was largely through his efforts
that S. Francesco became a reality,

6Gordon,

.QE_. cit., p.

73,

-4said that he transformed the Gubbian Wolf to a peaceful use
by allowing his paw to sea_l a compact. 7

He would praise the

marvels of.creation and seek the face of the creator in all
of it.

He. would point out to all the blueness of the Umbrian

sky and thank his Lord for that gift.
St. Francis came in a time when spirits were faltering,
and the poor were revolting and the priests were deceiving.
Even Pope Innocent said that his priests were:
D~ceiving as Foxes, proud as Bu1 s, avaricious
and insatiable as the minotaurs.

8

For this was a time of the simoniacal9 priests and in the time,
of the Guelphs (who ruled Perugia) and the Ghibellines (who
ruled Assisi), in a time of internal strife and competition
and in a time when Assisi was in "signum subjectionis" to
Perugia in order that she might become holy since she had
openl¥ spurned the Pope.
Into this came Francis Bernardone who in his own unique
way began that vocation which had been interlaced securely
with complete poverty of the spirit and buttressed firmly
by the absolute denial of title to property,
standard of life was the Holy Gospe1, 10

St. Francis'

People came from

near and far to give up their titles, to fall into step with

7Gordon,
8 Ibid,

ze., .£11., p. 66.
ze.. ill,, p. 15,

9 rbid, Note: Simoniacal priests were those selling for
money ecclesiatical preferment or simony after Simon Magus, a
samaritan sorcerer who offered money to purchase power of the
giving of the Holy Ghost. (Funk and Wa~nalls Dictionary). 2277.
iOibid,

-5this new vision of saintly life.

Among them was the beautiful

and noble Chiara Sciffi who begged the good Friars to become
one of them,

Chiara Sciffi's singular interest helped to

found the Poor Glares• as the second order of St. Franois. 11
So very many were touched that a tide of descriptive stories
became the living legends which grew up easily about the
Franciscan way of life.
And so it was only left to possess those legends for all
time and what better way to possess them, but to follow that
atavistic avenue of recording each event pictorially which
12
needs to be possessed.
That which begged to be possessed
had need of the people, engendered by Francis, who would retain the finest artists in order to interpret the very legends
of the seminal times·of Francis.
11

Gordon,
ill•, p. 56.
12
Rene Hughe, Trans: Michael Heron, Corrine Lambert,
Wendela Schurmann, Larouse Encyclooedia of Prehistoric
and Ancient Art, (New York: Prometheus Press. 1957) p. J0-J5.
The possessiontheory relates to early man and his need to
get a handle on the external world and so drew pictures of
those things, events he most was in fear or in awe of. This
interest seems to carry through today when a name is engraved, when a portrait is painted (therefore the event is
stilled) and an event drawn.

Chapter 2
Artistic Climate of Painting in 1200 ' s
The artistic climate of the Dugento had need of this man
who invited everyone to envision the living world and the blueness of the Umbrian sky.

His powerful expression of God 's

Gospel added deep timbre to his clarion call to young , old,
rich, poor, good, evil, large and small to open their eyes and
their hearts.

For what rea lly changed the artistic climate

was St. Francis 's open invitati on to enjoy God ' s natural
gifts. 1 The people heard him well and it was with every sense
sharpened to knife blade keeness .
That keeness cut into a world Byzantinized by the .:il.erarchy of the Christian Church with its ri gi d rules for artistic
making . 2 The rules were, such as this pronouncement f rom the
Council of Nicea (787 A. D. ) which initially said.
the composition of the fi gure, is not the
invention of the painter but the law and
tradition of the Catholic Church -- and
this purpose and tradition is not the part
of the painter (for his is only the art)
but is due to the ordination and the disposition of our Fathers.
This world in which the art forms made held the artist
to the ri gid dogmatic fo r m could not suddenly change its immaterial world for material change or invention.
1Gordon, 2.E.· cit., p. 16.
2Ernest Dewald, Italian Paintings 1200-1600, (New
York: Rhinehart Winston. 1967) p. 1 3 . - - -

-7And so this Byzantinized art differed from the cla ssic
Greek art or the tlellenistic 3 art forms by retreating on to
the rather f lat plane with the rather stylized figures as
stipulated by rules governing the making of religious art.
The art of t he 1200's, especially the paintings , bore
the stamp of the iconoclastic movement or era, with its roots
firmly planted in 5th century Constantinople .

This art, ec-

lectic, was born in the process of assimilating Hellenistic
with the Oriental tendencies that found their way to Constantine ' s
new capital 4 and flourished until its fall in 145J .
The dominant theme or policy of this empire was the
achievement of a unified empire under Theodorus II who exerted a ti ght control over Italy and other Mediterranean lands.
This lasted until t he time of Justini an .
Gone, but not overni ght were the Roman- Hellenistic sculptural influences and the atmospheric paintings (fi g . 1 , 2, J,4)
with the modeled fi gures floatin g li ghtly throughout the Roman
landscape.

necoming more distant, but a gain the cleavage mark

is not exact, were the richly illustrated scrolls and codices,
in the painterly as well as linear modes of expression , the refined colorism, and t he ornamental motifs.

For the church

and the court of Byzantium began to use art for political purposes and a mistrust for images set in.

So iconography was

born and it became in the words of a Greek supporter :
)Ibid.
4 victor La Sareff (rev. ed.), Encyclopedia of World Art ,
"Byzantine Art" (1971 ).

Fig. 1 -- rlase of the Obelisk of rheodos1us, Istanbul , late 4th
century marble.
Note : The bas- relief figures clearly retain the
Roman- Hellenistic influence of cl a ssical
drapery .

Fi g . 2 -- St. Ae,athonikos, 12th cent . Marble. Caorle , Italy .
Note : To have at hand the striking differences
between Roman- Hellenistic ( Fi g . 1) and
Byzantine ba s-relief sculptural forms.
The Byzantine ri gidity failed to allow the
fi gures to 11 step out 11 of their domains .

Fig. J -- Odysseus in the Land of Cannibals, •• Roman Wall painting.
"Odyssey Landscapes", wall painting from a house
on the_Esquiline Hill, Rome, Second Style, 1st
century B. C. early 1st centur.y A. D. Vatican
Mu·seums, . Rome.

Fi g . 4 -- Odysseus in the Land of the Underworld ... both paintings
after ori 6 1na ls of mid- 2nd cent . B. C. Rome Vatican
Library .
Note : .rwo examples of Ital ian atmospheric paintings,

f.

Fig. 5

Mosaic Detail of Empress Theodora. S. Vital, Ravenna, Italy.
Note : The figure in the mosaic art form were twodimensional more visual statements requiring
emotional response rather than intellectual.

-14art a more human quality.

They owed much to the Romanesque

style with its Celtic-Germanic elements fusing with late Classic ones, and their spreading art forms (Dewald puts it
nicely with the term 'lacertines') and its fused styles (fig . 6,7)
of art, but owes more to its Gothic parentage. 7

For the Gothic

style overtook the 1Jth century to affect forcefully the provinces and the style of the Italians in Umbria , Tuscany and
adjacent regions.

They needed an art more suited to their ex-

pression of a human emotional interpretation of reli gious subject matter.
The Gothic style, seen more easily in sculpture, (fig . 8)
differed from t he Byzantinized style in that the natural was
emphasized.

For example the fact that Mary was the mother of

Jesus gave to the Gothi c creator the streng th to emphasize the
mother in her.

Since the Gothic style was more readily created

in sculptural forms , its aspect of the Madonna could be more
roundly expressed then in the two dimensional medium of mosai c.
This naturalism however, differs from the Greek naturalism, according to Dewald, in that the naturalism is seen in the expressions of the fi gures; the hands and the drapery are positioned so as to point up these very expressions.

rhe launch-

ing pad for Cimabue and Giotto lies buried in this FrenchGothic modernity. 8

Within the framework of this French-Gothic

modernity was the very ambience for their art forms.

History

reserved the ri ght time for their stars to shine, for their
lights to come on.

However, each needed a catalyst -- and

?Ibid.
8

Battisti, p. x.

I!

~
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Fig.

Bitonto (Bari) Cathedrale , San Valentino (1175-1200)
Note : The Lacertine (intertwining lizard- like desi gn
motifs) and rinceaux design quality that
adorned the Romanesque architecture . This
influence is a fusing of design influences
from many countries.

,

,

Fig . 7

Roma, Basilica San Paola fuori le mura (cloi s ters)
Note : Again the intertwining motif seen in the arched
columns. Islamic in influence. Notice also
the rosettes fitted into the underside of the
arches. (Raine)

Fig . 8 - - LaVirgen Blanca, mid- 1Jth cent. Leon, Cathedral.
Note : An example of Spanish Gothic sculpture . This
readily shows the direction of hands closely
paralleled by direction of drapery so used to
point up the mothering quality of the Virgin
to the infant Christ.

-18-

then each needed to observe, to make use, to turn the cards·
in their favor.

But who could be the one to lift the-art of

painting above the clouds, beyond the planets, to where the
stars rest, to universal lights,
Cimabue did,

It suits nicely to say

The investigation sa-ys Giotto did.

These in-

·sights, critical performance and viewpoints say Cimabue did.
This writer's didactic tendencies wish for Cimabue.

Perhaps

the finis of this dissertation will either cast refulgent ordelustered light upon the matter.

Chapter 3
Enter into the Dugento :

One Cimabue

Amidst the slow but sure changes in the medieval world ,
came one so cal led Cim.abue, (c . 1240- lJOJ) . 1 Cimabue was an
analogous name for a giant of whom very little remains except
his paintings.

The one painter, who has fascinated many, and

who has nearly defied categorizing , can be known , however, to
a certain degree throug h careful study.
For one, his name Cimabue, (his real name was BenavienidiPepo)2 belies his character so that the very description of
11

oxhead 11 fits the one who carefully , restrainedly be gan Paint-

ing ' s course.

From that premis , aptly and etymologically

discovered, it could be assumed t ha t Cimabue was a haughty man
rather than a man born of no bility. 3

This trait was care-

fully recorded duly by one, Dante, keen poetic observer of all
times.

Dante, in his Divinia Com.media, notes :

1

New Caxton Encyclopedia, 1969 ed . , s.v. 11 Cimabue 11 ,
Giovanni.
2
Eugenio Battisti , Cimabue , trans: Robert and Catherine
Enggass , University Park, Penn. Pennsylvania State University
Press, 1967 , p. 5, Battisti related that his friend Carlo
Battisti attributes the name Cimabue to "scornful" and
"ironical" a fter the verb 11 Cimare 11 which means to shear or
11
cut 11 • Cima also means "summit" or "head" which when added
to bue (meaning ox) could mean Oxhead. p. 5.

3Ibid, p.

J.

-20-

"Cimabue thought to lord it over painting's
field: and nou the cry is Giotto's, and his
name eclipsed,
·
Canto XI Purgatory
For which one Dante Alighieri emblazoned on the Dugento•s
scoreboard, an intellectual expression for Cimabue that gave
him the propensity for and arrogance of lording it over one's
peers.

That keen observer of a journey down through Hell by5

way of Purgatory and into the vision of God, has left us another clue to Cimabue•s humanness.

But it will not suffice

to let this one point be the only point taken as it will be
seen shortly where the keen observer stands him on firm
ground for more important reasons:

that of his place in

history.
From Oxhead, to arrogance to paintings, that at once
defied the stringent rules for producing art in that day, came
in this writer's estimation a giant of an art historical figure.

A giant who has taken a back seat to G~otto, who (Giotto),

it has been rumored by many writers became a student of the
master.

It has also been said the young student became the
equal of his master in a "short time 11 , 6 But Vasari says in
his lives that Cimabue was born in the city of Florence, to
4 nante Alighieri,~ Divine Comedy, Trans: Henry F.
Cary, P.F. Collier and Sons Corporation: New York, 1937, p, 189,
5Ibid, Introduction by· Henry F. Cary, p. 4.
6Eimerl Sarel, The World of Giotto, (New.York: Time Inc.,
1967) p, 82. Note: Eimerl thinks Vasari's writing tends to
be panegyric, even for doubters, but would make good Hollywood
fare. All of the writers tend to relate the similar episodes
based on the Vasari account, but it is not for certain this
was a student-teacher relationship, however, it has been
noted time and again that perhaps Giotto did work with or in
the bottega belonging to the master Cimabue.

-21give the.first light to the art of painting,?

But if Cimabue

gave to the art of painting its first light, can·ever a first
student surpass that?

For Cimabue, the youth who preferred to

draw men, horses, houses, and other various ideas on any surface available to him, what manner of man was he to relinquish
what he had indeed discovered and had done?
This one who had surpassed his own Greek teachers (but
they were not giving first light to the art of the Dugentol)
after having watched them wo!king in the Gondi Chapel, this
one whose very name belies stubbornness, whose very protective
shd:~ld upon his craft was labeled ;arrogant, would this one be
a slave to another? 8
But from this arrogance, a trend toward naturalism
emanated ·from his art, he whose works were architectonic as
well as virj;le, 9 to which )'le bade welcome in an age in which
to question, became a precarious occupation indeed,

This

naturalism, can be seen in the figure of St. Francis, from the
painting, MADONNA '.bND CHILD ENTHRONED WITH FOUR ANGELS AND
ST. FRANCIS (fig. 9).

The most central work and in it ele-

ments of the Byzantine tradition remain, in so much as the
symmetry, graphic detail and gold high-lighting, all of that
tradition is overwhelmed by its dramatic fervor.

It is this

fervor, within the figures, that seems to point boldly to a
7Giorgio Vasari, Lives of the Most Eminent Painters,
Sculptors, and Architects, trans: Gaston Due. Devere, (New
York: Randoin°House 1959) p. J.
8Alfred Nicholson, ·cimabue, A Critical Study, (Port
Washington, New York: Kennikat Press, 1972), p. 12.
9Note: Nicholson, P.I. said ••• 11 Poured ferment of a virile
intelligence into the ancient bottles of Byzance, 11 ( of Cimabue).
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Fi g . 10

De tail of

st. Fr anc i s f rom MADONNA EN·r.tIBo mo

WITH FOUR ANGELS .

-25of not only Byzantine symbolic religiosity but also of FrenchGothic modernity.

It is like the French-Gothic works that

existed in the lights of the three faculties of spiritual life
that make man recall, see, desire God.

The faculties, being

caught up initially, with the memory intelligence and will of
man, 1 3 and by which faculties man was begged to let said
faculties remain buried in one religious channel,
'Wherei'n the religious painting can display the analogous
functions which serve to recall sacred personages by a memorized iconography, define them with a particular occasion
and embellish them in order to arouse an :3motion participation,14 this can tell against naturalism in its form.

It is

this naturalism this writer seeks to convey to the reader which
she feels makes of Cimabue that aware individual in a world
where awareness was not encouraged,
In the St. Francis figure, a portrayal of the extremely
humble ·servant of God, the softly clasped hands, the humble
cowl of cloth enveloping the human body, the pleading eyes of
one who appears dedicated, clearly the Cimabue interpretation
nobly includes the Franciscan rules for portrayal along with
it's insistance that ,"here is a man, like you, like me, who has
found his business on this earth and painstakingly with no
malice, continues to live it out minute by minute in the service
of Him" •
The difference between French-Gothic works and Byzantinized
l3Ibid, XI.
1 4Ibid, XI.

-26works is that the personal function option is not open to
Byzantinized works.

The very figures of St. Francis, along-

side the enthroned Madonna, offsets the Byzantine love of
symmetry -- he is of their world and yet not of their world,
he is individual and human.

It seems understandable that

within the mind of the reflective person such as Cimabue, that
perhaps certain ideas became meshed in their everyday dealings.

In Byzance, concepts were not encouraged; the viewer

of Byzance had an emotional experience rather'then an intellectual experience. 1 5
But the st; Francis figure provokes an intellectual response from the viewer.

It is humanly moving while at the

same time capitalizes a concept. The viewer, in the true
. 16
Gestalt
sense, comes full circle. It was conceived by the
artist with regard for the Nicean Council pronouncement
while at the same time he painted St. Francis in the manner
of a material humble being apart from the grandeur of the immaterial world.

St. Francis stands out, a human among the

spiritual, much as Giotto's sculptural little puppy stands
out, basso-relievo, on his architectural tower; an adumbral5Dewald, p. 15, As seen in the mosaics, use of color,
abstract form, rhythm and design. The form, reduced to pattern, stylized form became a vehicle for dogmatic religious
ideas.
16
Mary Henle, Documents of Gestalt Ps~chologh, (Berkey
and Los Angeles: University of California, 1961, p. 91.
Ehrennfel's Gestalt qualities were not ••• a gimmick, he was
an observer ••• when he examined an integrated whole, for
example, a painting, he found indeed an overall composition,
but also a collection of parts, which could be perceived by
anyone and were each distinguished by an independent character of their own. (A shape) seen in context, did not •••
disappear in the whole. It underwent changes, lawfully dependent on the interactions of whole-structure and paststructure. What he called the foundation of his Gestalt
qualities was the sum of the "Sensations".

-27tion of and for the natural beings of the common place material ear.th. 17
Another group of paintings to consider are the paintings
of .the choir vault of Assisi of the Evangelists Matthew, Luke,
John, and St. John, each with his own proper beast.

Seen here,

is not mere whim but a loosening up of the material given over
to the artist for aesthetic construction. 18 The figures fit
the space well; the architectonic considerations fit the space
well.

The story told, according to Nicholson is in the pat-

terns of figures which are broad, yet firmly knit, and in the
severely plastic heads and features.

Unifying the whole is

·the curved angle which is repeated throughout, even in the
facial ·features.

In the drapery a tendency toward shading or

massing in is felt in the true chinoisere manner rather than
in a rigid Byzantine manner.

It is also felt that the figures,

in fitting the spaces, repeat the very structure of the vault
itself.

The very idea is repeated strongly by Fry when in a

letter to his sister, he remarked that these frescoes were
among the grandest.

In effect, Fry remarked:

"I think Cimabue has become clear to me for the
first time as the greatest of a~l. I am pleased
that I always stuck to his real existence even
in the dark days whyn the learned tried to abolish him as a myth, 11 9
17 Henry and Dan Lee Thomas, Living Biographies .Qf Great
Painters, (New York: Graden City Publishing Co,, Inc. 1980),
p. 16-17.
18Nicholson, p. 5.
1 9Alastair Smart, "Roger Fry and Early Italian ~rt",
Apollo (April, 1966) pp. 262-271,

:J

Fry with his scientific approach to the art of criticism

of a~t discovered the new vision in the Assisi frescoes where
it appears clear.

In his lecture, ~e tried to make trans-

parent that the early Italian masters had not expressed religi. ous faith or moral convictions, but rather that they expressed
more general human emotions such as hope, joy, despair or
grief. 20
If this is.so, then it is not too much to hope for that in
Cimabue•s works, this new vision has to do more with human passions involved in religious painting itself.

Again, it needs

to be pointed up that it is in Cimabue•s work that these
thoughts most concretely come about.
For example, a look at the Masterpiece of Cimabue, the
GREAT CRUCIFIXION, 21 (fig. 11) in which here Nicholson agrees
with Battisti in part in the following analysis.

He says that

in the painting, CHRIST ON THE CROSS, a colossal figure, is
central to this great conflict.

The group of people to the

right expel fearful comprehension while the group to the left
expel disbelief and benign despair.

This benign despair can be

seen in John clasping the hand· of his newly adopted Mother,
while a group of women appear sorrowful.

Behind, a centurian

and an old Hebrew indicate the Messiah with ,their right arms.
~Oibid, p. 269, Note: Fry called for ••. such a crying need
for systematic study in which scientific methods will be followed wherever possible,.,Scientific attitude •.• be fostered, ••
sentimentality discouraged, Last lectures, ed., ·Kenneth Clark,
discussed in Sir John Summerson's Ferens Innaugural Lecture.
"What is a Professor of Fine Art?" University of Hull. 1961,
21
Nicholson, Cimabue, A Critical Study, (Conbon: Kennikat pres, Port Washington-;- 1932) p. 11, Plate 12, This Crucifixion is in The Upper Church of San Francisco, Assisi·,
thought to have been painted around 1280-1290,
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Fig. 11 -- Cimabue , the GREAr CRUCIFIXIO...-J
Assisi.

Church of San Francesco-

-30Behind the group are the many women who fo llowed Jesus from
Galilee.

Also St. Francis is there, a huddled mass on the

rock at the base of t he Cross.
In this 6 reat Crucifixion the quality of line, according
to Nicholson ls linear and of a plastic nature rat her t hen
ri gid,

rhe line is at once faithful to ~yzance , but then more

plastic and equipped to sustain volume, not unlike Giotto ' s .
When Cimabue uses line , it is not so much for an emotion response, but line used in an intellectual way or in a way
capable of being intellectualized.

For example , contours of

volumes with variety of lines , thicks and thins, much in the
manner of Picasso ' s contour drawing of Dr. Calaribel Cone . 22
But not only does the linear quality give t he volumes
t his perceptual illusion, but the drapery fo lds also point
up the c hairoscuro areas wit h a violent streng th that wrenches
from the viewer a mos t intellectual response .
Looking closely at t he countenances in the faces of the
crowds of people , and at once on the ri gh t side are noted
many forms of anxiety , almost expressionistic in streng th , on
the faces of t he . .!ebrews who look out and on in fearful comprehension and 11 i 'Ilbe cile savagery 11 • 23 An angle of direction
is noted when it is seen the sainted centurion points toward
Christ cruci f ied and a parallel gesture is made by the ancient
Hebrew be hind him. 24 To the 1 e ft , a 1 mos t a d o1 orou s , mourn22
nale Cleaver, Art an Introduction , 2nd. ed., (New York :
Harcourt Br a ce Jovannovfch, I nc. 1972 ) p . 14. The lines in this
drawin,: according to Cleaver overlap and are modulated to suggest roundness and heavyness of body , thus de scribing great form.
2 3Nicholson, p. 11.
24
of Godt

Both gestures appear to cry out , "This truly was the Son
11 •

-31ful, elegiac harmony emanates from the group of Holy women
including the Three Maries.

It is felt and hea·rd in the

rhythm of the repetition of the haloes, the heads, the alternating positions of the heads which continue to assault
the viewer along with an expressionism reminiscent of Western
modes.

The gestures of the Holy women move along in low key

until they reach the upthrust arms of Mary Magdalen who in so
doing climaxes the wail on the left.

This adds thrust .to the

Central and most important figure; Christ, surrounded by
Angel figures rhythmically pointing to him, 2 5
What is felt as well as seen and imagined is not a narrative story in the Byzance style, nor a display of naturalistic or tech.nical dexterity or even a mystical experience,
Nicholson, whose critical statement of the Artis.t•s intent
appears to this writer to be based on a Good Gestalt closure, 26
states the painting of this Crucifixion is the "Climactic
moment of an objective universal drama".

Going one step fur-

ther, he also says that Christ.becomes the grand protagonist of humanity,

The whole work cries out for the material

world and yet distinctly separates it with a vast space from
the spiritual world,

It seems to this writer that the vast

spatial void, handled so brilliantly by Cimabue tells of
himself.
It t~lls that this giant of an individual, while at the
same time _being on chivalrous ·terms with the iconography of
2 5Nicholson, p. 11,
26Edmund Burke Feldman, Varieties of Visual Experiences,
(New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc,), p. ]bl, Good Gestalt is
seen as a tendency in humans to seek completeness of structure
and meaning and that the viewer will always take the maximum
simplicity route to close. his perception.

-32his mentors , 27 did so personalize every square inch of the
surface of the fresco .

It is seen that old rules of composi -

tion were altered and t hat the painter innovated .

Even though

the actual crucifix is somewhat obliterated, that is no matter, it still gives off this afterglow.

In the remainder of

the picture, "the passions of the people witnessing t he Crucifixion , almost reconstruct his presence by means of contraposi tion.

Their participation, "reveals more of the event
then the cross alone would have done 11 • 28
How very personal , how every intellectual the viewer is
made to become in this marriage between the subjective and
intellectual response .

This is the point which gives to Cima-

bue a strong mark upon his a ge.

Even though not much about

this giant is known , it is Dante in his terzina in the Purgatorio, Can to 11 , who sugges ts strongly this man was arrogant, and points up a neither good nor bad ; to a detached
viewer, it becomes easy to affirm that Cimabue was a s trong
indivi dual.

He appears to be one who could stop not at a

mid-point but only at the pinnacle of achievement Within the
options open to him at the time and those that were not.

tle

appears also to be the creator of personal property , whether
that of his fresco or that of his mind in defe rence to those
who would impose upon that fresco or mind,

Rather then take

2 7Battisti relates that Brother Bonaventura (St . Bonaventure) had described and analyzed i n his meditations t he
re- ena ctment of the Crucifixion so that in effect it is certain t hat Cimabue had certain modes to follow.
28 Battisti, p . 49.

-33the Dante aside and tattle on the man in the fashion of teacuppers, it would suit this paper to take the perspective ·
that Battisti puts forth that Cimabue was a man of virtuous
and noble actions.

While Cimabue does not appear to be a

humanist, he was definitely a man after Cicero's concept,
"Honors alit artes. 1129 It pleases to find that Battisti considers Cimabue in this light and this point of view supports
the thesis proposal that Cimabue needs an exquisitely carved
solid place in art history.
The self-respecting Cimabue, virtuous and even of noble
race (for in fact does not virtuous pre-date noble and therefore become synonymous with it), 30 arrogant in that he knew
what his business was, was an artist of the ruling class.3 1
And it can be seen that in the two paintings so far, a certain
genius is suspected for them, and that it is his genius rather
than blood that makes of him an artist.

Perhaps, too, a side

view may be that perhaps his ruling class membership, and that
few in .that class had aspired to become artists, could have a
telling point in the matter of how his story has been told.
29Ibid, p. 5, Dante said in an aside in his Divina
Commedia in 1333-34 that Cimabue knew more of noble art, but
was so arrogant and proud, that if any discovered a fault in
his work, or if he perceived on himself, as will often happen to the artist who fails from the defects in the material
tha.t he uses, or from insufficiency of the instrument. ,.he.
would abandon that work ••• no matter the cost. Battisti in the
Cicero quotation implies that honor means great self-respect,
30Aldo D. Scaglione, Nature and Love" in the Late Middle
Ages, (Calif.: University of California PresS:-19bJi p. 223,
p. 186. Note: "He who pursued virtue was ·called noble, the
others who instead pursued vic·e, ignoble. Hence nobility justly came into the world from virtue,"
3 1 oliphant, .Q.12., cit., p. 10·6.

Chapter 4
The Crucifix of Arezzo
To further Cimabue•s uniqueness in the Dugento World of
Art, is the AREZZO CRUCIFIX (fig. 12), which though not the
first of its kind, was the first this writer encountered.

In

continuing the studies on Cimabue, it became known that the
AREZZO CRUCIFIX had it prototypes in paintings by Coppo Marcovaldo and Giunta Pisano.

Upon close observation, it is

noticeable that Cimabue•s Crucifix ~t Arezzo takes a rather
geometrized bent which gives _to the theme of the Crucifix a
new intellectual vigor and life.
It was about the year 1272 or the~eabouts, according to
research supported by Battisti, that the crucifix came into
being.

Even at that, Cimabue painted his lmown masterpiece at

an·early age, that is, about his mid-twenties to thirties.

Bat-

tisti brings out in his (what appears to be the definitive
work on this artist.), wri ting 1 that there is some speculation
that perhaps the Coppo Marcovaldo Crucifixes were painted after the Cimabue.

Although this point is not made clear, one

thing is certain, that the crucifix bears a closer look and
it remains to be seen how the painting of it differs from
those works that were inspiration for Cimabue.
First off, in the AREZZO CRUCIFIX, a very evident note
1
Battisti, 212,. £!1., p. 13. Perhaps Battisti_says this
in defense of Cimabue•s mark in history. His account, by far,
to me, has traversed every dichotomous branch in time, especially the branches stemming from the religious domain.
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Fig . 12 -- Cimabue - AREZZO CRUCIFIX , Church of San Domenico , Arezzo .

-J6is taken of t he new version of Christ on the Cross , that is
that the Christ is in appearance a dead Christ.

·rhis theme,

upon further study , is not the first time that it has been
used, but that its prototypes were very recent. This study
reveals t hat a Pisan Crucifix , 2 (No. 20 in t he Museo Nationale) ,
which was painted by an unknown artist , adumbrates the Cimabue
theme at some time near the beginning of t he lJth century.
This crucifix , No . 20 (for want of more specific titl e ),
referred to here as the first dead Christ crucifix painting ,
s hows a Christ with an inclined head .

The head , with deeply

set in, stylized and closed eyes, lays rather heavily upon
the f i gure ' s c hest .

The crucifix itself , is of unusual s hape

in t hat the ends of the
end with curves.

r

bars are further exaggerated and

Flanking either hand of the Christ figure

are two rectangular box- like ends of the horizontal bar .
Above, there are six panels which contain scenes , but f or
the first t i me , scenes that are sequential to t he crucifixthat of t he DSPOSITION , LAMENT OVER r HE ~ODY, Ti!E

ion :

BURIAL , THE PILGRIMS AND T~-iE SuPPER AT E:•,f•!AUS AND ThE THREE

MARYS A'r

'r!-{E

ro1. j along with THE DOUBTING THO:.AS .

Apart

from these original contri butions , the mos t striking difference however, is t he contrast between t he dead Christ
and t he preceding CRUCIFI ED CHRISTS who are on their crucifixes but are p resented with their eyes open. 3

The open-

eyed Christs are a hold over f rom Early Christi an Art s een
2

.:>ewald, 2£• cit. , p . 35.

3Jewald, 2E· cit . , pp . 35- J? .

-37usually in the enameled crucifixes (fig, 1J) (and speak of the
slow progression ':i.n the arts) when Christian Art ·depicted
Christ dogmatically.
But as exquisite and handsome a crucifix as ·this was,
it was a one of a kind until Giunta Pisano made popular the
simple crucifix with the dead Christ without the accompanying six panels, three on each side of Christ's figure, but
rather instead a decoration or repeat pattern of a motif,
Even though the dead Christ, was already a rather established figure (for the crucifixes· were in demand to fill
the churches the Dominicans and the Franciscans were furi- ..
•
ously building); the fact that the AREZZO CRUCIFIX is too,;; a
dead Christ, does not in the least diminish any panegyric
for it.

For the AREZZO CRUCIFIX, an early work for Cimabue,

which therefore·points the way in showing how his individual
work underwent change or growth, must needs have .a close look
to see what it is Cimabue·really brought to pa:j.nting,·
What he ·broUght was a new dead Christ, _in place of the
triumphant one, but then too, a dead Christ that differs remarkedly from either the Pisa or the Giunta Pisano·ones or.
.
.
any others pat terned after those. Cimabue I s head, incline.d in
a most sinking gesture onto the chest area, and this fact
alone, the making of his elements· to do thusly, speak of a
structural genius not y~t in evidence,
perceptually valid claims to his genius.

It is one of the most
But to further this

·view, to ge_t the analytical soul of Cimabue, it is Battisti

Fi g . 1J -- Cross 11th/ centur y Gold and Enamel . Cosenza , Italy
Cathedral
Zncyclonedi a 2f. ~orld Art vol . II , s . v . Byzantine Art •
.Jewald notes that the dead Christ had been pictured
on small crosses and re l iquaries ; it was not seen
on full scale cruci fixes occupyin~ the important
space behind the main altar .

- 39a gain who speaks f or him.

He describes the plastic and chroma-

tic conventions in t he form of t he body and t he face .

It is,

according to ~attisti, the delineated face t hat surfaces in a
new way , a f a ce with the addition of hard and heavy zones of
shadow which gi ve an a l most phosphorescent quality.

It is

this face, hi ghlighted deftly , with rounded highlights , with
neck that seems to curve gently, with rounded areas such as
the locks of hair t hat seem to lie over t he shoulder and all
of these conventions which give to the viewer an overpoweri ng
feeling t hat here is a Divinity sinking into the shadows with
a face t hat is deformed by suff ering rather than death.
It is t his expression on Christ ' s face t hat allows the
work t o pass into another culture, for rather then reveal to
the viewer a promise of redemption, the face reveals desolate
grief and even desperation . 4 This is t he f irst time for those
emotions .

In continuing to de -layer the crucifix, Battisti

lays bare a new evaluation , lets the viewer know in symbols ,
what t he eyes have perceived and what the emotions need to
experience .
For t he crucifix was painted in a time when~ priori
fresco production was banned and the works in progress
moved along a strict iconographic conformity.

Not only is

this desperation revealed in the face , but also i t is seen in
the tremendous wei ght of the body , even t hough more carefully
modeled then Giunta ' s and not so lozenge s haped as t he Pisan
4

3attisti , .2.E.• cit. , p . 18 .

-40crucifix of t he first dead Christ No . 20.

Observe:

t he

blood, pouring out of the Giunta, pours out of Christ ' s side
in a curved arc. 5

Cimabue chose not to allow this symbol;

even t he blood pouring out of t he wounds in Christ ' s hands seem
to accent t he hea vy downward pull of Christ ' s body on t his cross .
I n t he many alte rations Cimabue c hose to make, it is as though
Cimabue does so with gentle restraint t hat gives satisfaction
to his Commission granters; but more importantly, gives s a tisfaction to his mind's design.
The design of the large crucifix, mea suring

J.J6m x 2 . 67m

is handled deftly, even to t he small panels f lanl{ing either
side of the hands of the dead Christ .

A close look at t hese

two fi gures reveals a grief-stricken, questioning form with
inclined face resting in t he holder 's hands and turned toward
the Christ.

On t he ri ght side is a similarly- positioned fi g-

ure with f ace inclined toward the Christ.

On

t he left, it is a

fi gure of t he Ha donna , (fig . lJa) at once geometrized, and then
not .

I n t he drapery of the fi gure's clothing , t here is a de-

linea ted mass of folds , but t he f ace itself , cubistic to a degree, with a simultaneity almost percepti ble in t he showing of
t he full e ye of t he side of t he f ace t hat would not be e:icposed
at tha t angle, t here is a f i gure who

0

rieves at the Christ, but

t hen is also turned toward t he viewer as t hough to question the
a ges, or to take into t he grief , or blame the multitude to
come.

5Dewald, .2.J?.· cit., p . 37.

Note: Giunta 's blood and
water poured out in a curved manner much as t he Eleventh
Century works .

F i g . 1Ja

. ,adonna. de tail f ro:n the AREZZO CRUCI.c"L..

Fig. 14

CRUCIFIX ..Jy COPPO DI r,ARCOVALDO concurrent or a 11 ttle
before the Cimabue crucifix.
Differences are : Coppo ' s head, where as it is one
with deep set eyes, furrowed brow, head inclined ,
body somewhat sagging in an "s" curve. It still
is lacking the masterfully structured feeling of
"Divinity sunk in the shadows". The stiff drapery
and frozen lines of a gony are schemat1c1zed.
Cimabue, in this writer's estimation, overcame
this with brilliance. Note: Coppo ' s blood and
water 11 arcing 11 out of Christ ' s side .

Chapter 5
A Look at the Assisi Frescoes
Having mentioned but briefly only three of Cimabue ' s
works, it would serve the purpose of this discourse to add
several more works as points of reference.

Of special in-

terest architectonically, are the f rescoes of the EVANGELISTS ,
the SCENES OF THE APOCAYPSE , the LAST JUDGMENT , and scenes
from the LIFE OF THE ANGELS . Stylistically they were all
1
painted a round 1280, and possibl y l ater at about 1288-1290 .
Even though the works were commissioned for the Franciscan
Basilica , and Cimabue again was working from Franciscan set
standards , there is seen what appear to be innovations in
the angles of the sections in the upper Church, that Cimabue
offered as a result of visual stimuli from his Rome t rip . 2 In
one painting of the ANGLE WITH ST. NARK is a perspective plan
of Rome , including St. Hark' s Cathedral , appropriate to the
saint who is contained within the area , plus what appears to
be the Pantheon (fig . 15).

The Rome trip , certainly an over-

whelming meal for the senses (attested to by many who have
1
Roberto saivina , "Cimabue 11 , Encyclopedia of World Art ,
(New York : hcGraw- Hill Book Company , Inc. , 197TT, III ,
619 . Note : The date 1280 is preferred by some because there
is a palace which bears the tree Orsini coat of arms. This
suggests the fresco was executed under Nocolas III (1277-80),
a pope of the Orsini family . However an alternative view, as
solid, supports evi dence that it could have been inserted much
later in tribute to the family s ince it 1-1as represented by
the ruling class .
2
Nicholson, .QP.• cit. , p . J2.
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Fig . 15 -- ANGLE WITH ST. MARK (detail, perspective plan of
Rome) Upper Church of San Francesco, Assisi.
Note: The placement within the vaulted area
becomes an a bstraction that could have
subjected an a rtist of lesser genius
then Cimabue to nothing more then dismay.

Fig. 16 -- ANGLE WITH ST. MATTHEW (detail, a Palestinian city)
Upper Church of San Francesco - Assi si
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Fig. 17 -- THE FALL OF BABYLON (detail), Upper Church of San
Francesco Assisi After Revelations xv111 1,2,4
And after these things I saw another angel come
down from heaven having great power; ••• Babylon
the great is·fallen ... 1s become the habitation
of devils ..• foul sp1r1ts ... unclean and hateful
bird •..

Fiv . 18 -- C_JiIST r:IB JUD~3 (detail , an6els with trumpets)
Upper Church of ~an : rancesco Assisi left transept
And: saw the seven angels which stood before Cod
..• and to them were given seven trumpets .•. trumpcts prepared themselves to sound .
Revelations viii 2 , J , 5 , 6

- 51Even though , as Nicholson poi nts out , some scenes were due
perhaps to the Dugento war between the Papacy , the E~pire and
the battle of the rising com.,nmes ; 7 it was also due to a general
dread of t he f inal judgment , an idea f urther reinf or ced by the
aforementioned reasons .
Also, as is pointed out by ~icholson , the construction
of these Apocalyptic scenes was eiven by ~ranciscan authority;
in that li ght al so can be seen the Cimabue innovations .
but innovations , even though t ending towar d naturalism,
never attaining it fully, innovations that froze in crystallized pattern , 8 on a de c or ative unity wi thin t he a r chitectural
i nterior , woul d have given thi s Cimabue , had he been born a
generation later, only a cain or mark in naturalism.
Gaining in naturalism woul d have allowed him to keep his
fie l d and he would no doubt dar ed to have his lettered prize
snatched by one Giotto.

But f or this loss, still Ci mabue re-

mains the Father of I talian Art and despite the options opened
to him ( more of them were closed) Ci mabue awakened slowly , and
with patrician trust , noble virtue, spi ri tual fai th (albe it
colored with the Greek for m of tragedy) listened to the voice
within himself , and moved the fie l d of painting close r t o the
mood and aspirations 9 of a people.

These moods and a spirations

do not belong to the past , just as Ci mabue ' s paintings do not
belong to the past ; through them a re repeated t hese moods and

7Ibid , Nicholson, p . 9.

The Hematsia throne scene , f or
exampl e , wi th its ~yzantine de spotism of throne being the awful
symbol of temporal and spiritual power -- .lor d of God a s well
as the Code of Justinian .
BI bid , p . 12 .

91bid, Cordon, p . 154,

aspirations of humanity for all time.
one who repeated, after Cimabue, those moods and aspirations of humanity has had much written and expressed panegyri~
cally for him, c•est-a-dire, Ambrogio di Bondone 0!276-1337).
To repeat in staccato fashion here would add but little to an
already pleonastic mass of writing.

It may be adequate to say

that the· 11painting 1 s prize" that he, Giotto, snatched from
Cimabue was in reality his torch that had already shed its
light.
Ambrogio, it is known, as a young boy began to draw from
nature on anything at hand.

Whether Cimabue came upon him·

one day and took him to his shop to learn is a debatable happening.

Whether Cimabue taught Giotto anything at all is also

not known except in those accounts that perhaps try for the
extravagant special. 10
What is knmm however, is that this boy from the hill
country outside Florence early keened his eyes on nature and
all of her surround.

That also about 1280, Giotto began to

spark or come alive in the jewel of jewels -- Florence.

He

began, even though _his stature was much lacking in beauty of
itself, to steep his very being in all the beauty that was
there to be seen, felt, heard and learned, and learning was
what he did very well.

Whether he came upon the work of

Cimabue in Florence cannot be proved (however, it is said
that he worked along with Cimabue, perhaps as a promising
student), but that ce_rtainly he had recognized th~ man who
held the field of painting seems to be a logical thought.
10
sarel Eimerl, Giotto (New York;

Time-Life, 1967) p. 82.

-5.3But it was in Florence that the young Giotto put to the
real test whatever it was that the country had taught him.
Florence was in the throes of rebuilding and admonishing her
architects and designers to make every structure

11

piu bella

che si Puo 11 (as beautiful as possible). 11
Into this atmosphere stepped the young Giotto who from
his small bottega sold small paintings in between his business as a decorator of churches.

In that day, according to

Ruskin, the painter did his work with no deep thoughts about
it and he continued with no trouble from the critics for it, 12
From the young age of 16 or so that Giotto first saw city
life, it was but a few years later that he became master of
Rome and four years from that he ~ust happened to paint a portrait of Dante Alighieri in the .35th year of that poet's life, 1 .3
Giotto continued to mingle with the great and whether he was in
front of royalty, within the domain of the Papcy, 14 inside
the quarters of business magnati or listening intently to the
religious orders, Giotto was the same to all.

He handled him-

self with wit, candor, shrewdness and happiness,
11Eimerl, p. 86.
12

John Ruskin, The Works of John Ruskin, ed., E.T. Cool
and Alexander Wedderburn, (NewYork: Longmans, Green and Co,
1906) p • .32,
1
.3Georgio Vasari, EP.•._ill•, P• .3.3,
. 14Note: Giotto sent back to Pope Benedict a perfectly
painted red 11 0 11 , when the Pope's emissary asked him for a
drawing·to attest to the glowing comments heard all over, It
is said the Pope recognized the hand of Giotto immediately.
There after the Italian word 11 tondo 11 8 meaning both·simple as
well as 11 0 11 gave way to an expression, "he is rounder (simpler
then the 11 0 11 of Giotto in describing one of dull wit. This
story in essence came from Vasari•s Lives· and was embellished
upon throughout all of this writer's readings about Giotto,

-54These traits of being his own man stood the young Giotto
in good stead and quickly helped him to build up his reputation.
At the time of his Florence stay, the city knew internal
strife between the Blacks and Whites, an outgrowth of the Papal
Guelphs and the Ghibillines.

Not only had blood been let be-

tween the Ghibillines (the landed feudal ·aristocrats), but arguments broke out about the final governing of the Jewel of all
cities, Florence.

The city continued to grow and Giotto, dif-

ferent from Dante in every way, l5 looked on that city with the
street wise eye of the pragmatist, the shrewd eye of the businessman, the sensitive eye of the artist and continued to stay
afloat.
With his business-eye, Giotto turned a neat profit from
his decorations and set up his growing family (he fathered
eight children) in a comforta·ble style.

Giotto, the artist,

was making his art pay off, and handsomely at that through·
industrious labor.
With the excitement of Florence, the coolness of a country boy, the pragmatism of an earth man, the guile of the one
who lacked pretense, Giotto would accept humanity as it was 16
and continue to float above the water line.
While floating he could put his-razor sharp eyes to the
test of the painter, and spend his time wandering about the
Italian world, from to,m to town, leaving mild-eyed Madonnas,
l5Note: Dante, on the other hand•mixed in with politics
and with the poetic eye, proc.eeded to write about the good
deeds and mostly bad deeds of the ruling, professional classes
and begat for himself as- a writer, a banishment which preceeded his material decline.
16
·
Eimerl, p. 85.

-55saints in glory and sinners in pain, always with a smile on
his own face, working for pleasure and profit, "Giotto was
everybody's friend, ever ready with a word and jest, 17 What he
18
really left on many common walls were immortal scenes,
Everywhere he traveled, to Arezzo, to Bologna, -to. Pisa, to
Verona and Padua, and even to some of those towns that were
hostile to Florence, Giotto found open doors and open hearts,
Among those cities, it was in Padua in 1305 that Giotto
did some of his greatest works for a chapel the ·scrovegni
family was in need of decorating,

It was at a time that

Giotto's style had reached its maturity at the age of either
thirty or forty years,
It is said that Giotto was in Assisi too, where he had
found great activity.

The activity suited the one who had

found a specific ·classical inclination in Rome by studying
the work of Pietro Cavallini and Jacop Touchi and other works
in the then famous Roman Schoo1, 19 Initially Giotto found at
Assisi the readiness of the Franciscan orders to continue to
fill in the vast interior of their monument to St, Francis,
Giotto was said to have made quick work of the task, and
chief among the works encompassed in the Assisi task, were
the frescoes in the Lower Church of St, Francis.
1 7vasari, Note: One day a fat porker ran across the
square and smack between the legs of Giotto who was out
strolling with friends, Giotto picked himself up, brushed his
clothes, and without blinking said of the pig-~ that he, •
Giotto, deserved such treatment for he made excellent money
using _the pig bristle in his brushes without a thought to
repay the pig!
. - ..
18 oliphant, p. 104,
1
9The New Caxton Encyclopedia, vol. IX, s,v, "Giotto"
p. 2719:-- -

Chapter 6
Giotto's Mark in Assisi and Padua
Whether Giotto made quick work for the good brothers of
St, Francis or whether he outlived the ideas according to
writings by Bonaventura is a conjecture not agreed upon by
Dewald, Eimerl, or Salvini.

What is certain is that where

Giotto is involved in the works, they appear to be most certainly
of an early style and more likely not entirely his o~m work.
Even though it was St, Francis' life and the wondrous
possession of its tales that helped to form the creations of
art surrounding it, it is no.t securely in the Franciscan Upper and lower Churches that Giotto is acclaimed.

Even

though this art helped to turn the creation of art around, 1 ·
those instances when the turn began are not seen in the Upper
Church or Lower Church,

Through the fault of recording in

history, it is not kn01m whether Lorenzo Ghiberti wrote that
Giotto's ·work covered the lower register of the Upper Church
or was contained in the registers of the. Lower Church which,
if so, appears to be of a later style and date.
In the confusion which must be left up to scientific
inquiry (and this had been undertaken) there must. be made
note of the PIETA (1285-95) in the Upper Church whiqh is not
unlike the Arena Chapel PIETA.
1

Dewald, 22_,

ill•, p, 131.

The similar grouping arrange-

-57ment, the central figure of Christ pointed up to by each of
the figures, gathers around a similar great emotion about
that figure,

This, since it resembles so closely the ARENA
.

PIETA is, by Dewald accoun·ts, the master picture of the group,

2

But it can be seen, either by spirit or by actual hand,
that the Giotto style is evident in the MIRACLE OF THE SPRING
(1290) , 3 which Vasari described so tenderly. The figures,
though positioned well, have perhaps the early thrust for the
restraint seen later,

The figure leaning over to drink is as

though springing forward toward the spring.from his very toehold on the embankment,

It is in the rendering of the stiff

countryside, the brush-like tree forms not endemic to the
hil-J:side that the painting seems most unlike the work of a
Giotto to this viewer,
More then the Assisi frescoes. for which Giotto has been accredited, however, are the paintings spanning the bay in the
Upper Church of Assisi,· which having not been attributed to
him, but to an Isaac master (so called because the paintings
deal with the life of Isaac) that seem to have more of Giotto
. .
4
in them then the others,
One new pointt:h~s i-t _that Giotto
had never painted at Assisi and that_point can be dealt with
seriously by observing the over-powering architectural detail,
2Ibid, p, 1J2,

3vasari, .2.E.• ill,, p, 56,
4Eimerl, p, 90,

-58the clay-like hills, the over-acundance of details, (perhaps,
in the manner of the shop-keeping artist then and even today)
and the use of white lead (not seen in extant work of Giotto's),
unconvincing landscapes and the unskillful arrangement of
space,,5 ·
If that could be so, that Giotto is not represented in
toto at Assisi, could Giotto, like Cimabue, with the use of
the materiality of St, Francis, leave an immutable mark upon
the field.of painting?
It can be seen thusly that Giotto indeed needed some
area for the art of frescoe painting, which it is said he had
learned ·well in Rome,

If the Assisi paintings were done after

his sojourn in Rome and his possible work apprentice with
Cimabue, the result for which Giotto is knmm cannot be readily
seen,
A search for that unique style, that strength of line,
that dramatic tension, among the images must be sought elsewhere,6

This writer thinks that search can begin with the

Scrovegni Chapel works,
Giotto's unique style found its challenge of line, composition, color and volume in the work created for the interior
of a small chapel built by the Scrovegni family as a promise
kept in return for a part of their lands, 7 The small building
is adjacent to that of the family's magnificent home, and it
5 Ibid, pp, 90-99,
6 cesare Gnudi, 11 Giotto 11 , Encyclopedia of World ~ . ·
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co, Inc,, 1971J. Vol, VI, pp. 339-355,
7EWA, .QE.,

.£!!.,

p. 341.

-59is inside that at once the jewel- like brilliance is suddenly
given off.
The Scrovegn.i Chapel, also called t he Arena Chapel (because it was built upon tne spot t hat a Roman Arena stood)
was painted shortly after 1304 .

This became

the show place

for a giant talent , a task for only the great , and Gio tto rose
to the challenge (fig . 19,20) .
From the doorway one is confronted with an ANNUNCIATION
TO THE: VIRGIN on either spandrel flanking the arch opening.
Over the Annunciation , above the spandrels is a Handorla of
God the Father enthroned , surrounded by angels busily instructing Gabriel to hurry his message .

On either wall of the

narrow c hapel are scenes from the lives of the Virgin and
Christ which f ill the upper three tiers .

On

t he lowest and

fourth tier are JUSTICE enthroned on a Gothi c seat and INJUSTICE on a cracked throne. 8
These two figures are flanked by six virtues and six vices
according to their place .

Above the entrance and occupying

the entire wall is the Last Judgment complete with iconographic
elaboration based on the mosaic of HELL in the Bap tistery in
Florence. 9
The tonality in the complete works is a stunning blue which
ties all of t he many scenes ranging from the tenderness of
JOACHIM AND ANNA MEETING AT THE GOLDEN GA'B (1305-1306) to
the climactic ANGEL AT TrlE TOl-lB AND THE NOLI r, · TANGERE.

The

blue is ever present, at times in vast spaces in the skies , at
8 0ewald, pp. 120- 121 .
9 For detailed descriptions see Dewald .

Fig. 19 -- Left wall of ARENA CHAPEL.

Note :

Handorla.

-62other times in touches of the details, but always present in
a most intellectual way.

Since each one of t he Arena paintings

appears to be a gem, it is difficult to choose a close up .
Among t he ge ms , however, is t he PIETA (fig. 21) which
bears a close look at this lament over the body of Christ.
Grouped around t he fallen Christ , bei ng held closely by the
grief-tom Virgin ~.ary , are t he two other Marys in profile ,
leaning toward Hi m and administering to •.im.

Two women with

hunched backs occupy the lower space in a heavily muted sense,
the figures with t heir hands t hrown up and cradling t he face ,
the St . John fi gure l eaning in, t he restrained grief of the
two disciples and lastly , t he wildly flutteri ng angels -- are
all grief stricken over the dead Christ.

What Giotto has

shown essentially is grie f , and it is grief re gistered on all
of t he keys of t hat emotion , both hi gh and low.
Every volume clothed in drapery , all of the rounded jaws,
the quasi- 1'Iongolian eyes , 10 t he way Giotto controlled the expression of emotion , bespeak a maturity not seen before .

But

it is a maturity that has had t he elements on its side.

That

maturity was not erased by fragment faulty fresco workmans hi p
or lead f illed pigments.

It is a maturity t hat tri umphs over

Cimabue ' s in that it exists almost in its entirety , and it does
exist because t he elements have been kind .

Giotto claimed a

piece of gl ory and Cimabue lost a piece of glory for "Time
11
triumphs over Fame" .
To be able to sense the di gni fied
10 Dewald, p . 12 •
6
11
Robert J. Clements , ~.ichelangelo' s Theor
York : Gramercy Publis hing Company , 1961 ), p . 1
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Fi g . 21 -- Giotto :

PIETA (1305- 1306 ) Fresco Arena Chapel , Padua.

-64restraint seen in the works of a man who lived nearly 600
years ago bespeaks more for the man as an artist .

Dewald

points out that , even though Pisano ( f i g . 21a}, whose sculptures seem like actors on a darkened stage who rely on showy
gestures in order to be seen , infl uenced Giotto With his styl e ,
it is Giotto and his restr a i ned emotions that make his works
universal .

Their universality of gestures and e motions con-

trast widely with Pisano ' s melodramatic faces and classi cally
clad bod.ies . 12 These a r e Achillean assurances and they gi ve
to Giotto ' s works a Catholic certitude .
The final glory in the Arena fres c oes has to be the figur e
of Ma gdalen reaching out in frustrating forgiveness t o greet
Christ , whether taken i n idea from Arnolfo di Camibio ' s sculpture is no matter ; it i s the never t o be surpassed gesture
at once supplicating and tender .
12 Dewald , p . 127 .

Fig.

21a -- Giovanni Pisano , (Sculptor , 1245- 50- 1314 ). bust of a
Prophet. :.arble , }'lt., 5 3/ 4 in. Pisa , useo Civi co,

Chapter 7
Giotto ' s Fine Italian Hand
Even though it appears that Giotto's supplicating gesture
of the MAGDALE~ had not been surpassed then (or now) , Giotto 's
later works did continue to add new dimensions to the senses .
That dimension can be felt in the OGNISSANTE MADONNA (fig. 22)
(1305-1310) in the Uffize in Florence .

Even though it con-

trasts sharply with Duccio ' s curvilinear aspect , the OGNISSANTE MADONNA can be seen truly to occupy her throne .

It is

a Madonna in Gothic sculptural quality and not unlike, in its
angelic compositions , from the Cimabue and other late 13th
century Madonnas .

But , even though it is a Madonna to be

reckoned, it is still not here that Giotto shows his full development .
Giotto 's sureness of hand , heart and mind combined make
its presence felt indubitably in the Franciscan Church of
Santa Croce, specifically the Bard i Chapel.

One of the many

frescoes exhibiting this success is that of the DEATH OF ST .
FR A~CIS (fig. 23 (c . 1325).

However , comparably speaking , the

DEATP OF ST . FRI\ ~JCIS lacks the sophisticated architectural openwork1 of an architectonic monumentality of the Peruzzi
1 Eimerl, p. 147 . Note : This refers to a double opening
of arched doorways plus the rectangular door openings into the
dining alcove of the Feast of Herod .

Fig. 22 -- OG~ISSANTE }lADONNA , Uffize , Florence
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Giotto: The DFATF o~ ST . ~~~NCIS , detail (c . 1325)
Bardi Chapel, Santa Croce, Florence .

·Fresooes.~

Giotto surpassed, in the Madonna painting, the

awkwardness of the seated Madonna in the Cimabue painting.
But nevertheless, the overall tone of the Bardi Chapel paintings appears to be subgued and intelleotually restrained,
One of the six soenes created for the Bar.di Family in
Santa Crooe, the DEATH OF ST, FRANCIS (fig, 23) is espeoially appealing and demonstrable of his work at nearly his
peak,3

In this fresco are monks grouped around the dead

saint, with hands expressing various degrees of lament, with
one figure even getting four fingers• measure of the wound in
Franois' left side, one brother tenderly saying goodbye by
kissing his limp hand, one supplioating quietly, another
ululating dumbly; all together are oreating a restrained,
plangorous effect,

The restraint is built into the mute

pai~ting itself; the cries are awakened inside the viewer.
In the DEATH OF ST, FRANCIS, the figures are intellectually positioned and oreated to -point to their beloved brother
.

asleep upon what appears to be a pillow of stone.

The position-

ing oalls forth the interplay between the very spaoe whioh
Giotto seems alw~ys to be seeking, and the form oooupying that
spaoe,

Surely the master Giotto, inputting restraints on the

emotion of these brothers helped to oreate a moving work of
art,

However, it is in the mobility of the space and light

created with the use of a pure and fragile line that helps to
separate the forms and allows them muoh vibranoy, 4. And the
~WA, p. 353, Note: The Peruzzi Fresooes are of. the lives
.of SS John the Baptist and John the Evangelist and are housed
in the Peruzzi Chapel at Santa Crooe, :
3 Ibid, p, 354, Note: DEATH OF ST, FRANCIS is last extant
work of Giotto,
4
Ibid, p. 351'-:,
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then force the eye to partake of the same.
The facial forms are less ruggedly treated than forms of
the past and are contained with the m9st sweet expression upon
them,

Perhaps this was related to the humanist values cur-

rent in Padua.

Perhaps too.this was due to a more refined

sense of art, harmony and beauty,

And too it might have been

due to Franciscan influence and its movement which paved the
way for more human interpretation of the Christian world,
Perhaps it was a Giotto who could rise to the changing_concepts, lock into them and form up a humanized painting,
For surely, in this painting along with the Peruzzi Frescoes5 and the other Bardi frescoes, it is Giotto 1 s spatial
power and the plasticity with which he works within it, it
is the complex weaving of figures and. spaces which results in
clear and restrained compositions.

It is in the light he

brought to painting and in the opening up of space that he
left as a legacy,
This legacy can be seen at once in the truth that appears
in the DEATH OF ST. FRANCIS, in the very work expressed by the
artist, not in a thought, not in an infant stage, but there fn
all of its complexity, crying out for.all who are complex humans to possess that very moment,

Atavistic man•s grasp of

simplicity becomes like the moment of possession for Dugento
man's grasp of comple-ti ty.

The difference lies. with the

inaster who created the works for possession,
5Eimerl, loc, cit,, Note: Of especially important notice
are: THE RAISING OF DRUSIANA (1J2O 1 s), A FORTRESS CITY in the
background seems to expand the space and deepen it for the
monumental figw;-es; THE DANCE OF SALOME (1J2O 1 s) which is also
called the Feast of Herod, with its multiple openings into the
Feast room,

Chapter 8
A Comparison of Cimabue and Giotto
It seems, with Giotto's complex paintings fresh in mind,
that his work reaches out to grab the light of the Dugento as
well as the early Quattrocento,

For surely Giotto needed the

very iconography of the Byzance to let his works soar to great
heights (but not greatest) and seemingly grab the spotlight for
himself,

Looking back though, it ·is apparent that one Cimabue,

before him, in his arrogant and demanding way, in an arrogant
and demanding time, sought the sky and reached only the stars.
The reach was the reach of everyone who uses his expressive powers without losing sight of his intellect.

In a

time of~ priori, in a time of Dominican rule and in.a time
. when ideological barriers were just beginning to crumble, Cimabue altered the decisive options, delineated the once immaterial, added the hard and heavy zones of shadows, and dared to
reveal a desperati9n in a redemptive being.

Here Cimabue,. with

beni~ respect, with restrained virtue, with fortitudinous deference to his patrons, dared to be a disdainful adversary of
ignorance, 1
It was only the elements and time that kept him•among the
stars,

The times were not kind to the man who could put his

-72iaeas into sharp words.

The elements were not kind to his

images wasting in the fresco medium.
ments worked against his reach.

Both time and the ele-

But even so, therein lies a

word for the one who knew his business well.

Cimabue put his

mind, his time, his talents to the task at hand and balanced,
in a noble fashion, his fate against the world of which he so
obviously was intellectually the better.
Wh~re Giotto was a natural person, Cimabue was an aristocrat,

Where Giotto was shrewd, humourous, plain-spoken,

burly but never ill-natured, Cimabue was arrogant, proud,
masterful and deferring,

Where Giotto openly defied the St,
Franciscan rule of poverty, 2 (but continued to be commissioned
by the Franciscans) Cimabue had not that kind of open disposition,

Whereas Giotto worked free from monastic trends and

local traditions, somewhat freed by the liberal patronage of
the middle classes, Cimabue was isoiated in his cellJ under
only the patronage of the rigid mon~stic rules,

Whereas

Giotto grew from the simple to the complex narrative in his
work, Cimabue made the simple complex.

What Giotto did in

psychological unity was adumbrated, in Cimabue•s psychological
inquiry,

Where Giotto restrained the emotions and rendered

them in a refined sensitivity, Cimabue.•had to begin to unleash the very emotions the humans were not aware of,
With Cimabue, it was as if he worked with awareness and
the pride of one who had a positive concept of his place in
2
Eimerl, .2!!.• ill•, p. 101, Note: Giotto wrote an antipoverty poem which was in essence,,,, 11 to commend poverty was
hypocritical, it was a condition that led to thievery, violence, corruption and dishonor of woman ••• "
Jibid, p, 12,
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With Giotto, it was as if he worked with the gusto,

the natural ease of a Rodin with him, "Il faut toujours travaillerl"4
Sticking to his work and having every confidence in it helped
Giotto to attain the space beyond the stars and to sojourn in
that universe,
It is in the end the mastery that Gio~to brought to his
art which separates him from the other great artists.

It super-

cedes, this mastery, the problems that confronted Cimabue and the
powerful solutions to these which he created,

Even though there

are moments of greatness in Cimabue 1 s works, there appears to be
an eternity of greatness for Giotto,
Cimabue reaches his most excellent moments in his St, Francis
(fig, 10) with its gaze that penetrates the viewer and continues
beyond much the way the EGYPTIAN SCRIBE5 (fig. 24) looks beyond
into all future generations,

The eyes of St. Francis, like the

polished quartz eyes of the scribe, seem to look beyond the viewer
into all eternity, capturing the views and the minds of multitudes,
However, in the St, Francis figure, the eyes seem to remind man
and tell him everywhere, then as well as now, to look closely, to
choose wisely, for life is fleeting,

In reminding man, it is as.

though the viewer is struck by that which reall~ matters, that
which secures a place in heaven as well as a place on earth,
are really humble credentials.
4Maria"Rainer Rilke, Letters to a Young Poet, (New York:
Norton & Co., Inc. 1954), p. 111, Note: Rilkerelated in a
letter what Rodin said to him when Rilke asked h_im how he got
at his ~ork so easily, Rbdin was to have replied, translated
loosely: "To stick to work and have every confidence in it, 11
5carlo Lodivico Ragghianti, Great Museums of the World,
(New York: Newsweek Editors: Art News), p. 19. - - -

Fig. 24

Seated Scribe from Saqqara , 5th Dyn. Painted Stone .
Ht. 30 in. Louvre , Paris .
?Jote : rhe Seri be , a figure in Eqyptian History who
was not unlike the king in his eternity. By
intellectual work , he ca~ved a niche in his
time by having written power over the spoken
word. _re penetrates eternity through the
very sculpture itself which ai~s the aulti tudes to possess that very moment of his
being !

-75Even though Cimabue himself, with a moment of greatness,
helped bequeath that greatness to St. Francis, he does indeed
get

a

chance at the glow.

For it was not, true enough, the

beautiful blues, pinks, the modeled figures, the emotional
restraint or the dramatic accents that.he gave to man, but
ideas.

He gave to man something man didn't have before, a

chance at his m·m finest thoughts and emotions,
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